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K’wda shanh ts’e’ dwhtoneł. 
Minh ił hwna’ ił tinh miko’ kwl shanh deno.
Shanh deno ts’iyozra ye k’o’ edikash ts’e’ mi’ił huzrunh.

Soon it will be summer.

In summer the lakes and rivers are not frozen.

Tinde likes to go canoeing in the summer.
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Etra Tinde noghwł k’esh lotr’eya’ t’o ts’iyozra tałtsenh.
Tinde t’iyats’ mi’ił huzrunh.
K’o’ dełde’ idenhhot ts’iyozra tot’eł.

Etra will show Tinde how to make a canoe.

It will be a birch bark canoe.

Tinde is very excited.

Now he will have his own canoe. 5



Dinch’e dezrune ko’ hits’inh ch’ilotr’esh dihinlok.

Etra and Tinde are peeling the bark from four good birch trees.
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Tu ye tohiydighelo notołtrił ts’ihighne.

They are putting the bark in the water to soften it.
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Hik’amogh nidaz’oye dentsa higheghonh.

Now Etra and Tinde are making the gunwales.
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Eythitł’oghwn Etra yighwts yiye dighelo.
Mighwts notek’a ch’ilots’ela’ indaghełdik heye łonh tselk’e 
ch’ika’ ts’ihikogh neydilash.
Mighwts ghoda ts’iyozra todich’it.

Now Etra is putting the ribs in the canoe.

The ribs are two fingers wide.

The ribs are one foot apart.

The ribs will make the canoe strong. 9



Nok’ołonh ena łonh himo k’esh hihdinełkosh hwsh t’o.

The women are sewing the soft bark to the gunwales.

They are sewing the soft bark with spruce roots.
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Tinde tsa dił’ane ts’iyozra ye ts’ełdi nenodinilyash.
Ts’iyozra tinalglwt’ ts’e’ netenghohk’wrs ts’ihighnet.
Yats’ dint’a ts’e’ hwhozrunh dihkogh nenaneyoł.

Tinde is collecting many stones.

He is putting the stones in the canoe.

The stones will keep the canoe in shape.

Etra and Tinde leave the stones in the canoe for ten days. 11



Anna toch’o hit’sinh ts’ima dzagha’ dił’anh.
Noz’oye noyiditłwh.
Tuts’o ine noz’oye yel’ane.

Anna is in the woods.

She is getting spruce gum.

She is putting the gum in a pot.

The pot is made of birch bark. 12



Etra ił Tinde ił ts’iyozra ye tsa ts’anahidinanelo.
Eyt hitł’oghwnh yiginohiydaztonh.

Now Etra and Tinde are taking the stones out of the canoe.

They are turning the canoe over.
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Nok’ołonh ena hiydzah k’onodalkon’ hw ts’ima dzagha’ t’o’.

The women are sealing the seams of the canoe.

They are sealing the canoe with spruce gum.
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Ts’iyozra litsenh.

Now the canoe is finished.
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Tinde ts’iyozra mi’ił nizrunh.
Hwtił’ey hw yiye k’otodikash.

Tinde likes his new canoe.

Tinde will explore many strange places in his new canoe.
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